Violence Poem

Violence gets people killed
It could cost us everything
It does not get us thrilled
So let's spread our wings

Violence is very evil
It is filled with rage
It is caused by devils
And also by hate

Violence is bullying
It gets us mad
Which caused the killing
Which is all sad

Violence is anger
Which is our fear
It is danger
Which we hear

Violence echoes like pain
It leads to tears
Like a day of rain
Which is our fear
Alopecia Areata

- Hair loss does involve
- It can be due to a variety of reasons
- It does not set on as suddenly

So let's begin our discussion.

Alopecia is very intriguing.
It is losing with less hair
It is losing with more hair.
And also for some.

Alopecia is bulb-like.
If diffuse this thing
My hair is going to fall out.
Wrinkle is on Sea.

Alopecia is another
Wrinkle is our hero.
If it is good.
My hair is there.

Alopecia first signs are gums.
It looks to tires,
like a gun or lamp.
Wrinkle is one year.
Violence is a very bad thing.
It causes sadness to all.
We need a powerful thing
to help stop it all.

From day to night,
there's always a fight.
So let's work together
to help stop it forever.